State Trooper Claims Self-Defense in Youth Killed

By Mary Ellen Gill, WRAL Inc., Clayton Pitts, 20-year-old black man, was gunned down on the Farmville Highway on Saturday night. The incident occurred five miles from the capital city of Raleigh.

The girl, who was found dead on the side of the road, was identified by police as Miss Lettie V. Humphrey. She was a member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in the city of Raleigh.

The victim had been working as a nurse in a local hospital and was also active in the NAACP. She was shot in the head and another member of the organization was found with a bullet wound in the neck. The other member later died at the hospital.

The NAACP has called for a full investigation into the incident and has expressed concern about the rise in violence against civil rights workers in the state. The organization has also called for a nationwide investigation into the matter.

Don't Be Negro, Says US Leader

By Mary Ellen Gill, WRAL Inc., Clayton Pitts, 20-year-old black man, was shot and killed outside a local high school in Raleigh on Saturday night. The incident occurred five miles from the capital city of Raleigh.

The victim had been working as a nurse in a local hospital and was also active in the NAACP. She was shot in the head and another member of the organization was found with a bullet wound in the neck. The other member later died at the hospital.

The NAACP has called for a full investigation into the incident and has expressed concern about the rise in violence against civil rights workers in the state. The organization has also called for a nationwide investigation into the matter.

Naturals' Cause Fuss in Selma;
School Demands

By Mary Ellen Gill, WRAL Inc., Clayton Pitts, 20-year-old black man, was shot and killed outside a local high school in Raleigh on Saturday night. The incident occurred five miles from the capital city of Raleigh.

The victim had been working as a nurse in a local hospital and was also active in the NAACP. She was shot in the head and another member of the organization was found with a bullet wound in the neck. The other member later died at the hospital.

The NAACP has called for a full investigation into the incident and has expressed concern about the rise in violence against civil rights workers in the state. The organization has also called for a nationwide investigation into the matter.

New Party Is Formed

By Bob Labaree, WRAL Inc., Clayton Pitts, 20-year-old black man, was shot and killed outside a local high school in Raleigh on Saturday night. The incident occurred five miles from the capital city of Raleigh.

The victim had been working as a nurse in a local hospital and was also active in the NAACP. She was shot in the head and another member of the organization was found with a bullet wound in the neck. The other member later died at the hospital.

The NAACP has called for a full investigation into the incident and has expressed concern about the rise in violence against civil rights workers in the state. The organization has also called for a nationwide investigation into the matter.
Selma, Ala. (Charles Thomas) — Hattiesburg, was. (Charles Earl Cluff) — Meddlen, 011 — that "training merchants home 8COIlomics at Auburn University educ­ ton. And in Bessemer ..."

Governor Lurleen B. Wallace last week said this week that "Many members ... reed one period."

Many Negroes "I think they should have been included." said James Edmondson, president of the 

Some commision members agreed that Negroes "should have been included." but they said, "We submit they could have been included." If there is one thing that קטן Negroes have been demanding, it is that Negroes be included in the construction of the new educational system. The suit accuses "one of the Legis­latures" of having "excluded" Negroes from the school board, and "the public school board" of having "excluded" Negroes from the administration of the school system.
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Sunday in Montgomery

King Spoke--And Then the Klan Spoke, and Marched, and Burned

Photos by Jim Peppler
On Location In Selma

JOHNNY POPWELL

begins at the age of one or two to make money for his church. Many times, he has to play on Broadway in New York City, and in motion and television shows. He went to England to star in the production there of "Oliver! for Oliver Charles," written by black author Julian Bond. He played every other part, except for the role of "Oliver!" The role of "Oliver!" was played by black actor. He has been on the top of the New York Times best-seller list for 25 years.

RODRIGUEZ SEEN AS AUTOPHOR

began by the age of one or two to make money for his church. Many times, he has to play on Broadway in New York City, and in motion and television shows. He went to England to star in the production there of "Oliver! for Oliver Charles," written by black author Julian Bond. He played every other part, except for the role of "Oliver!" The role of "Oliver!" was played by black actor. He has been on the top of the New York Times best-seller list for 25 years.

RODRIGUEZ (LEFT) AND ALAN ARKIN (RIGHT) IN A MOVIE SCENE

African American submarine commander in the popular movie, "The Russians Are Coming." Ing out their eyebrows and clothing a doctor and his restless children. a young white girl, a deaf-mute--have been chosen to play the city in the story. But for courthouse scenes, the movie company traveled to Montreal, Canada. Rodriguez said he's the most difficult part he has ever had to play. It's very difficult to be a Negro in the motion picture industry. Ing out all of his training in demobilization centers and acting courses, he warned people who come to see the movie that, "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter," written by Southern novelist Carson McCullers, has been a hit on Broadway In New York City, and In countries all over the world.

The actor said Willie's part grows out of "Shangri-La" development. That means you learn more about Willie from what you see in the movie. The part of Willie is not really that deep. But, Popwell said, Willie does change in one other character--Dr. Copeland. "Before I saw the movie, I didn't know what Dr. Copeland was all about. Afterward, Dr. Copeland wants to help, but It's too late. Willie does want to help, but It's too late.

Johnny Popwell said he was helping the film company get people for the part of a young white girl playing Dr. Copeland's son. "I've played practically every racial identification in the business," he said. "It's a great experience." He warned people who come to see the movie that the film company has "The Russians Are Coming." Ing out their eyebrows and clothing a doctor and his restless children. a young white girl, a deaf-mute--have been chosen to play the city in the story. But for courthouse scenes, the movie company traveled to Montreal, Canada. Rodriguez said he's the most difficult part he has ever had to play. It's very difficult to be a Negro in the motion picture industry. Ing out all of his training in demobilization centers and acting courses, he warned people who come to see the movie that, "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter," written by Southern novelist Carson McCullers, has been a hit on Broadway In New York City, and In countries all over the world.

Another star in the movie is as powerful Negro actress, Atlantic City, New Jersey. A few years ago, she played a social worker in "Giant," a motion picture produced by the Walt Disney. Since then, she has had many parts in movies and television. In "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter," Atlantic City, she is the daughter of the town leading black citizen, Mr. Benedict Mady Copeland. Dr. Copeland's part--another major role--is played by Percy Rodriguez, native of a French-speaking section of Montreal, Canada. Rodriguez and son--has been in show business for 25 years--played Negroes. Many of them are white, and they are even more sensitive than Negroes. Rodriguez said he's the most difficult part he has ever had to play. It's very difficult to be a Negro in the motion picture industry. Ing out all of his training in demobilization centers and acting courses, he warned people who come to see the movie that, "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter," written by Southern novelist Carson McCullers, has been a hit on Broadway In New York City, and In countries all over the world.
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BY MARY ELLEN GALE
The staff of the South ern Cour ier here at Tuskegee University learned last week that Alabama's community action program directors association has formed a joint East Alabama and South ern Crowley associate in the control and coordination of anti-poverty pro­ gram activities. The CAP directors feel that there is a need for the joint association. 
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The Inverness Massacre

The Inverness Massacre occurred on March 7, 1906, in the town of Inverness, Mississippi. It was a racial massacre that took place during a homecoming parade in the town, and it resulted in the deaths of several African Americans. The massacre was one of many lynchings and race riots that took place during the late 19th and early 20th centuries in the United States, as white supremacists sought to maintain control over African Americans in the aftermath of the Civil War and Reconstruction.

The Inverness Massacre is one of the most infamous lynchings in Mississippi history. It occurred during a homecoming parade in Inverness, located in Tishomingo County in northeastern Mississippi. The parade was being held in honor of a homecoming for students from the Mississippi Valley State University, which was then known as Mississippi Valley Colored Institute.

As the parade proceeded through the town, a group of white men attacked the African American students and bystanders, using clubs, axes, and guns. The attack resulted in the deaths of at least 30 people, including some who were shot to death while attempting to flee the scene.

The Inverness Massacre shocked the nation and led to increased calls for civil rights and equal protection under the law. It also highlighted the ongoing struggle for racial equality in the United States, and the continued threat of violence and intimidation against African Americans.

Today, the Inverness Massacre is remembered as a tragic event in the history of race relations in Mississippi and the United States. It serves as a reminder of the persistence of racism and violence against African Americans, even in the aftermath of slavery and Reconstruction.

The Inverness Massacre remains a potent symbol of the ongoing struggle for racial justice and equality. It is a reminder of the need for continued vigilance and activism in the fight against racism and injustice.
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